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Electrovaya to deploy INDUSTRIOS ERP to gain visibility over operations 
 

Oakville, Ontario, May 18 2016 – INDUSTRIOS Software, Inc., developer of the INDUSTRIOS ERP 

Manufacturing Suite, announced today its recent agreement with Electrovaya (TSX:EFL) to deploy 

INDUSTRIOS ERP at its Mississauga location.  

 

The decision to select INDUSTRIOS was driven by Electrovaya’s need to partner with a 
software publisher that is focused entirely relative to its type of unique and robust business 
environment. This gives Electrovaya access to the INDUSTRIOS team to provide software 
implementation expertise as well as manufacturing best practices consulting. “Going beyond software 
implementation into the realm of best practices consulting is what sets us apart, and is at the core of 
our InvisibleFactory program”, says Eva DeGasperis, Principal and Senior Vice President, Professional 
Services and Practices at INDUSTRIOS Software. 
 
Electrovaya’s recent growth is highlighting the need for increased visibility over operations. 
The implementation of INDUSTRIOS ERP is expected to help Electrovaya continue to scale its business 
growth, improve customer service dynamics, and drive non value costs out of the entire supply chain. 

 

About Electrovaya Inc. 

Electrovaya Inc. (TSX:EFL) designs, develops and manufactures proprietary Lithium Ion Super Polymer® 

batteries, battery systems, and battery-related products for energy storage, clean electric transportation 

and other specialized applications. Electrovaya, through its fully owned subsidiary, Litarion GmbH, also 

produces cells, electrodes and SEPARION™ ceramic separators and has manufacturing capacity of about 

500MWh/annum. Electrovaya is a technology focused company with extensive IP. Headquartered in 

Ontario, Canada, Electrovaya has production facilities in Canada and Germany with customers around 

the globe.  

To learn more about how Electrovaya and Litarion is powering mobility and energy storage, please 

explore www.electrovaya.com , www.litarion.com  and www.separion.com . 
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About INDUSTRIOS Software, Inc. 

INDUSTRIOS Software (www.industrios.com) develops and markets the  INDUSTRIOS ERP Manufacturing 

Suite, a robust, proven and complete set of manufacturing software applications with successful 

implementations in multiple discrete manufacturing environments, including make-to-stock, make-to-

order, assemble-to-order, configure-to-order, mixed mode and make-to-project.  

(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZHCo315As8)  

INDUSTRIOS ERP can be run as a standalone, and also has proven integrations to many financial 

software packages. INDUSTRIOS ERP is complemented by PlantGaugeTM, a Manufacturing Intelligence 

Dashboard designed for advanced data visualizations and actionable graphical displays of Key 

Performance Indicators (KPIs). PlantGauge is also one of the tools that supports the delivery of the 

INDUSTRIOS Invisible Factory, a program aimed at restoring executive focus on innovation and business 

development. 

For further information, visit www.industrios.com, e-mail at info@industrios.com, or call (866) 275-

9028. 
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